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Easy Origami 1992-01-01
includes illustrated instructions for origami projects that range from
simple to challenging

Modern Origami 2012-06-20
clear instructions and illustrations help complete over 60 fascinating
projects from the relatively simple four point star to the more
involved ballet dancer for intermediate and advanced paperfolders

Fun with Origami 1991-04-01
presents instructions and step by step diagrams to create a variety of
origami figures

Easy Dollar Bill Origami (Dover Origami
Papercraft) 2010-05-20
from the popular author of dover s origami for beginners and origami
from around the world comes this new introduction to paperfolding
brimming with eighty five clearly illustrated step by step diagrams
this simple guide will have origami novices on their way to mastering
a fun and fascinating art that s as old as the invention of paper
itself hobbyists of every age will find it a snap to create such
charming models as a rabbit a boat a coin purse a house a flower santa
claus a penguin a bird in flight and a chinese pagoda designed
especially for beginners the array of projects featured here will make
intriguing party and holiday decorations and are guaranteed
conversation pieces

Beginning Origami 2008
step by step diagrams and captions enable paperfolders at all skill
levels to create 104 projects buddha celtic helmet persian slippers
geisha and other projects with an international flavor 1 500 black and
white illustrations

Origami from Around the World 2002
perfect for adding pizzazz to a wide variety of origami models this
vibrant collection of 18 sheets features 2 each of 9 different colors
lime green peach hot pink salmon two different shades of yellow and
orange and fuchsia individual sheets are 5 7 8 x 5 7 8



Dover Kusudama Origami Book (Dover Books on
Papercraft and Origami) 2014-02-20
clear instructions and simple diagrams for constructing gaily colored
party hats pagoda shaped bookmarks toy boats of waterproof paper and
many other projects

Fluorescent Origami Paper 2001
24 sheets of high quality authentic origami paper specially
manufactured to resist tears and produce clean lines and crisp folds
colored on one side only back cover

Chinese Paper Folding for Beginners 2012-11-16
everything you need to practice the japanese art of paperfolding clear
instruction booklet for creating a hat cup pinwheel boat house fish
and more and 24 sheets of 7 x 7 paper in 12 colors

Origami Paper 1991-10-30
provides instructions to make origami animals including turtles
starfish and pecking birds

Fun with Easy Origami 1993-03-22
these unique boxes are perfect for gift giving and they re handmade
gifts all by themselves choose your own paper and follow the simple
diagrams for a dozen different keepsake treasures

My First Origami Book-Animals 2012
origami models can be more than decorative and this unique volume
shows how the 27 practical projects include a cd case frame napkin
ring and dish easy instructions feature 400 two color illustrations

Decorative Origami Boxes 2012-07-17
origami is one of the japanese traditional cultures and widely known
for its beauty and cleverness this is just like other japanese arts
such as judo and ikebana now origami is recognized as an international
word try making an origami piece yourself our app explains how to make
traditional paper figures that people have been making for a long time
each origami instruction is divided into a number of detailed steps
that are easy to follow start to fold a piece of paper and you ll end



up with a complete figure of an animal bird or insect etc our
instructions are clear and simple

Origami You Can Use 2009
this compilation of 34 original models by origami master john montroll
offers folders illustrated directions for creating a fabulous array of
avian creatures ranging in difficulty from intermediate to complex the
figures include a hen chick and rooster waterfowl such as a duck heron
and swan and other wild and domesticated birds

Origami Kit for Adults 2020-12-04
twenty four sheets of authentic origami paper two each of 12 different
colors red yellow royal blue azure orange lime green kelly green sky
blue pink peach tan gray for creating fascinating figures shapes and
objects easier to fold large size white backed sheets help origamists
free a multitude of configurations from flat piece of paper

Origami Birds 2013
five contemporary origami masters contributed to this collection of
easy to make figures the eight original designs include a blue whale
penguin shark common eagle ray squid and both a deep sea fish and a
simple one plus a small boat each model is accompanied by full color
photos diagrams and step by step instructions they re suitable for
origamists of all skill levels from beginner to expert and links to
helpful video tutorials are included as a special bonus 200 colorful
sheets of high quality origami paper featuring many different patterns
in a wide range of colors will help folders set sail immediately

Fun with Origami 1960
simple instructions and clear diagrams bring to life the memorable
characters and delightful scenes from goldilocks and the three bears
the three little pigs humpty dumpty and cinderella

Large Origami Paper 1992-10-20
authentic paper instructions and diagrams for creating a swan flamingo
duck stork goose and other avian creatures includes 24 sheets of
origami paper



Origami of the Sea 2019-03-20
twenty five original paper animal creations offer strong challenges to
origamists seeking advanced projects well known origamist montroll
shows how to fold fish ostrich peacock squirrel rhinoceros pegasus and
19 other intricate subjects complete instructions diagrams

Storytime Origami 2009
twenty five appealing origami models of aquatic creatures mollusks
crustaceans frogs fishes and sea mammals projects range in difficulty
from simple to complex with step by step illustrations and clear
instructions

Fun with Bird Origami 1995-09
ranging in difficulty from intermediate to advanced 16 unusual models
include a sword hammerhead shark vampire bat tank crocodile ghost
bride chameleon polar bear komodo dragon demon motorcycle and more

Origami for the Enthusiast 1979
from the internationally renowned origami master comes this wild
collection of more than 20 jungle and forest animals models include an
aardvark panda giraffe rhinoceros moose and zebra ranging in
complexity from fairly easy to advanced this guide s handsome full
color format will appeal to a wide range of paperfolders

Origami Under the Sea 2010
instructions for eighteen paper folding projects including a fir tree
candle crown santa s boot gift box 5 pointed star party hat 8 pointed
star christmas lights and more

Origami on the Edge 2012-03-14
explanatory symbols and detailed illustrations for creating 57 models
from simple caps cubes and airplanes to such challenging figures as
baskets gyroscopes and a vampire bat for beginners as well as
experienced paperfolders

Animal Origami for the Enthusiast 1985
provides instructions and illustrations for thirty two origami
projects that range in difficulty and include a swan tent japanese



helmet arrow mushroom ladybug chess pieces and a smiley face

Origami Gone Wild 2012
an abundance of diagrammed instructions help paperfolders create 25
fascinating creatures with all models keyed according to difficulty
from the easiest a duck and a swan to more challenging projects
crocodile ibis parrot kangaroo hippopotamus and even a horse with
rider

My First Origami Book--Christmas 2013-08-21
diagrams and instructions for constructing over 120 models party hat
flapping bird matador japanese lady many more for all levels

Origami for Beginners 1999
easy to follow instructions and abundant illustrations help create
such enchanting blossoms as a six petaled lily daffodil narcissus
wheat stalk a 16 petaled chrysanthemum an iris and an accordion
pleated leaf plus stems leaves vases

The Complete Book of Origami 1989-01-01
clear instructions and step by step diagrams show advanced
paperfolders and enthusiastic beginners how to construct origami
aircraft that actually fly 16 planes among them the bandit shadow
firestorm and cyclone are all made from square sheets of paper and are
fully functional the planes soar landing gear retracts cockpits open
and cannons swivel

Super Simple Origami 2011-10-20
delightful treasury of unusual and inventive projects includes step by
step instructions for creating a camel rooster butterfly bullfighter
magician an arab on horseback scores more

Bringing Origami to Life 1999
this text and dvd package combines a full colour gallery of museum
quality origami sculptures with a how to guide the book presents
illustrated step by step instructions for ten projects for three types
of sculptures faces curved designs and animals



Secrets of Origami 1997-01-01
step by step instructions and over 300 diagrams for creating deer
elephant cat seal walrus mink bear and five more graded according to
difficulty

Origami Flowers 2012-03-08
instructions and diagrams for fashioning such simple objects as a
flower japanese box and church as well as more challenging projects
such as a squirrel on a log birds in a nest a unicorn and a full
rigged sailing ship over 30 entertaining projects for origami fans of
all ages and abilities

Origami Aircraft 2006
this guide for intermediate to advanced paperfolders uses traditional
origami bases as the springboard to incredible results diagrams show
how to make 30 unusual animals including jellyfish grasshoppers and
scorpions

Fascinating Origami 2012-10-04
this is the definitive guide to papercraft offering possibilities that
range from animal mobiles to sculptured lampshades it explores both
fold by fold origami and cut by cut kirigami methods as well as paper
sculpture in a unique visual way the complex and fascinating results
of simple papercrafting appear in 365 line drawings and 190 companion
photographs special features include directions for creating three
dimensional paper sculpture with or without glue staples and other
fasteners full descriptions of shaping scoring and pleating techniques
a section on chinese papercraft demonstrating lesser known traditional
techniques and a geographic profile of paper s use as a craft material
an outstanding authority on papercraft florence temko has conducted
numerous lectures and workshops and she was the first to teach the art
on television in addition to tips on making gifts gift wraps and
decorations she offers advice on teaching and entertaining with paper
as well as on papercraft s therapeutic value

Sculptural Origami 2011

Favorite Animals in Origami 1996-01-01



Origami Step by Step 1998

Origami Bugs and Beasts 2007

Origami and Kirigami 2006
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